Abstract
Background -Reference values and definitions of "normal" are prerequisites for population screening and classification of lung diseases. The aim of this study was to calculate reference values for never smoking Caucasian adults. Methods -In the SAPALDIA cross sectional study respiratory health was assessed in a random sample of 9651 subjects, aged 18- Results -Most lung function variables were non-linear with age and showed an increase in early adulthood and an accelerated decline thereafter. The reference values for forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in one second (FEVy) were higher than those ofthe European Community for Coal and Steel and those from North America. The prediction equations for lower fifth percentile values defined a stable proportion ofsubjects outside this limit whereas alternative methods for estimating the fifth percentile showed a loss of sensitivity with age. Conclusions -The reference equations for mean values of spirometric indices and their lower fifth percentiles gave an improved and unbiased lower limit of normal. The higher mean values may in part be due to the strictly selected population, quality control procedures, cohort effects, and altitude, and are not explained by the statistical model used. with differently by clinicians interested in variation due to disease, in surveillance programmes in respiratory, occupational and sports medicine, or in public health screening. In all these circumstances, however, the comparison with normal values may influence decisions which have important implications both on the individual and on the health care system.
Several sets of normal values have been published over the last decades and "normality" for a given age and height may vary considerably across these data. Such variations may be explained by selection criteria of "normal" populations, measurement techniques and devices, biological variability across populations, and statistical modelling. ' Immediate on-screen error codes indicating the major acceptability (including start, duration and end oftest) and reproducibility criteria supported the technicians' attempt for standardised procedures. Calibration with a three litre syringe was performed at least once each day.
The three best results for forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in one second The height of the participants was measured standing up with their back to the wall and shoes off. The time of day of the examination was also recorded.
Twenty three technicians were hired for the study and underwent two months of full time training before the start of the study. During the study the technicians were supervised by regular visits of an expert of the central team and the locally responsible pneumologist. A quality control study showed no significant differences between individual technicians or teams. 14 
STATISTICAL METHODS
In a first step we estimated prediction equations for the mean. Equations for the fifth percentiles, which were our primary focus of interest as lower limits of the normal range, were then estimated from the residuals of the models for the mean. In this second step we used the method proposed by Goldstein and Pan'516 which does not require any assumptions on the distribution of residuals and thus also works if residuals are not normally distributed and/or if their dispersion varies with age. All regression models were stratified by sex.
Prediction,equations for the mean
To estimate equations for the mean the natural logarithms of lung function variables were regressed against ln(height), a quadratic function of age, and dummy variables for the study areas, profile of declining pulmonary function over age.819 The piecewise quadratic model was only retained if its fit was significantly better than the one of a simple quadratic model defined over the entire interval 18-60 years. If such a simplified model proved to be sufficiently adequate, it was also tested whether or not the quadratic age term was statistically significant. Individual intercept variables for the study areas -that is, area dummy variables -were introduced in order to guard against potential confounding of the regression estimates due to differences in lung function between study areas unrelated to age and height. To obtain a single intercept term at the end we computed a weighted mean of the area intercepts, choosing weights proportional to the numbers of observations.
Prediction equations for fifth percentiles The next step was to compute fifth percentiles in consecutive age groups of residuals each containing 100 observations. These percentiles were then regressed against the age means ofthe respective groups and their squared values. '5 Since the percentage of observations defined as being below normal by these percentile equations ought to be close to 5% in different categories of age and height, we tested the goodness of fit of our equations for the fifth percentiles by comparing the numbers of subnormal observations in the four quartile classes of age and height, respectively, with the cor- Because our lung function data showed changes in variability with age and some indication of non-normality of the distribution of residuals, we decided to derive direct estimates of the fifth percentiles. This approach provides more accurate estimates than the traditional one assuming a constant difference (1 645 standard deviations) between the mean and fifth percentiles (fig 2) . 18 It must be emphasised that cutoff points defined for "normal" by other widely used reference values lose sensitivity with increasing age within our reference sample -for example, in fig 2 the most extreme case is given for FEV, among women based on Crapo's reference values; older women of our reference population are far less likely to be defined as "below normal" than younger ones. In other cases the discrepancies are less pronounced but follow the same pattern. We strongly recommend a concept for "lower limits of normal" with a stable alpha error -that is, the probability of declaring a healthy person as being "below normal" should be independent of age. Normal values published so far have apparently given less priority to this goal.
If the SAPALDIA lower limits of normal were used instead of those of the ECCS up to three times as many subjects of our reference population would be considered abnormal for FVC and FEVI. This has direct implications in the definition of disease and disease incidence, and may influence indirectly the cost of medical care as well as disability compensation. Sensitivity and specificity of widely used reference values should be tested.
LIMITATIONS AND USEFULNESS
Our reference values should only be used for the age group studied (18-60 years). Extensions beyond these age limits are not warranted. The reference values are "optimal" rather than "normal" and pertain to healthy subjects who have never smoked. They are of particular use in screening healthy subjects and in detecting early changes in lung function due to smoking or other environmental agents.
Despite these caveats we suggest the use of our reference values in comparable European populations.
